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Abstract
Remotely sensed optical data are now available to allow the characteriza-
tion of pi:ytoplankton from laser induced fluorescence of chlorophyll a. In
this p tudy, a radiative transfer computer model was developed to characterize
the total flux of fluoresced or backseattered photons when laser radiation
is incident on turbid water that contains a non-homogeneous suspension of in-
i organic sediments and phytoplankton, This radiative transfer model is based
on the Monte Carlo technique. The computer model, assumes that the aquatic
medium can be represented by a stratified concentration profile and that
appropriate optical parameters can be defined for each layer. The model is
designed to minimize the required computer resources and run time. Results
are presented for an anacystis marinas culture.
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The Monte Carlo Technique for Fluorescent Models
The Monte Carlo technique is based on the probabilities of occurrences
of various events. Consider two possible physical events, "A" and 14B",
with relative probabilities of occurrences, PA and PB , respectively. If a
random number, e, is selected on the range 0 to l and a is found to be less
than PA, then it can be assumed that event "A" occurred, otherwise event
"B" occurred. In the Monte Carlo scheme, a process similar to this is
repeatedly employed for any number of events until suitable statistics
are achieved for the outcome. Thus a technique is available to predict
the outcome of any definable sequence of events.
For the fluorescence of chlorophyll g in marine environments, a straight
forward Monte Carlo approach can be used. A single photon of weight I
o
is incident on the water surface at known azimuth and polar angles. Random'.
numbers are selected to determine the course of events undertaken by the
photon. Figure l shows the flow of possible events. In general, random
numbers are selected to determine which of several events will be simu-
lated and to select appropriate parameters via probability distribution
functions. This .latter technique is used to determine the distance a photon
travels before some type of interaction occurs and the angles through which
photons are sc4ttered or fluoresced.
The photon's position must be continually monitored to determine
if the water-air surface or other boundaries have beep contacted. When-
j
ever the photon leaves the medium, its position, direction of travel, wave-
length and weight are reco.*:ded for further analysis.
Comnarison With Other Techniques
There are several advantages in using the Monte Carlo technique for
the laser irduced fluorescence problem. First, any probability
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tion function can be used. Since we store these functions in ta'nular
form, we can easily change from one function to another with a minimum of
node changes. Second, the interaction medium can be easily divided into
layers with different optical properties. The physical bounds of these
(	 layers can be easily changed. Finally, any number of detectors can be
used simultaneously and varjous evaluation schemes can be used.
As with any -:ec'hiz{que there are some disadvantages. In general the
technique may require ,Large amounts of computer time. Statistical.fluctu-
tions might affect the results. Finally the method is impractical for ex-
tremely large optical depths.
Coordinate Transformation
The problems in coordinate translation and rotation have been solved
in general (Kattawa). In our analysis we must keep track of the photons
location at all times. In general, scattering angles are determined with
respect to the photon's direction of travel prior to undergoing a scatter-
ing event. We must therefore determine the direction cosines of the new
direction of travel with respect to a predefined fixed coordinate system.
Some of the results derived here were presented by Kattawa.
A scattering event can be treated as a rotation of a coordinate system.
See Figure 2. The vector, Po , represents the location of the photon prior
to scattering. The z'' axis of the rotated coordinated system is parallel
with Po . The scattering polar, D ` , and azimuth, ¢' angles are defined
with respect to the rotated (primed) coordinate systcai. Our task is to
determine a set of direction cosines that defines the direction of travel
of the photon after scattering with respect to the fixed coordinate system.
Vector P' represents the position of the photon after scattering.
The components of P' in the rotated system are given by
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where	 cose0cos^0
M = cose0 sin^o
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-s in^0
cos$0
0
sine aos^
sineo SiO
cosec
(3b)
i'	 .,StiN
	
X n i Voine 'cosf'	 (1 ►)
I
	Py'	 3 P'sin9'sinf'	 (lb)
A
	
Pz '	 U P''cos0'	 (lc)
The components of P' in the fixed system are determined by two succes-
sive rotations. Let the polar and azimuthal angles in the fixed coordinate
system before scattering be 00 and $0 respectively. Since the x' axis
is parallel to PO , these angles represent the degree of rotation between
the two coordinate systems. First rotate through an angle ^0 about the z
axis, resulting in an intermediate system, x", y", z". Next rotate through
an angle 80 about the y" axis. The resulting rotations are given by
P ,X` 	cose0 0 -sinO 0 	coso0 gift^ 
0 0	 P-x
Py ` 	 0	 1	 0	 -sin$0 cos^0 0	 P 	
(2)
P'	 sine	 0	 cosh	 0	 0	 L	 P2	 0	 O	 2
Px , P and P  are the components of P in the fixed coordinate system,
then	 P	 P
	
x	 x`
	
P	 M P	 ,	 (3a)
	
y	 Y
P?
zJ	 Lz
e-6r
Before scattering the direction cosines with respect to the fixed coordinate
system are	
u . 
Pox	
w sine cosh (4a)Po
	0	 0
Po
v W	 r si e s noo (4'b)
0
w - - • COO
0
(4c)
Using equations (4a-c) and equation (3h) we have
P	
uw	 _v	
u	 BC
X I-W	 -w
Py uw	 u
1-w,	 1 w	 v
BD .^
I
(5)
Yz i-wl	 Q	 w
L. J
Where	 A " cose' (6a)
B	 s:in9' (6b)
C	 cos¢' (60
D . sinO' (6d)
Finally the direction cosines with respect to the fixed coordinate system
are
x u .	 uwT3	
+ uA (7a)
1-wz
P
P	
vwBC+uBD
v	 „ _._,^.^.._. + vA (7b)
__Z	n W '	 - I,w'" DC + wA (7a)
P'
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For coordinate translation we have
P 	 - pox + P`'u'`	 ea) i
Pp
 - Poy + P'vO
	(8b)
Px))M Poi + P'w'	 (8c)
The series of equations derive-1, above are used to determine the loca-
tion of the photon after each event.
	 if 60 approaches 4, then equations
Oa-c) must bq modiifed.	 Then
u 	 - BCw	 (8a)
V' n BT	 (8b)
V` Y, Aw	 (8c)
Step Profil egip:+.,.
A stratfied model is used to represent changes in optical parameters
as a function of depth.
	 This„approach allows homogeneous layers of various
thicknesses to represent changing concentration profiles.
	
We assutae that
appropriate optical parameters can be defined for each layer.
	 No lateral.
variations inn optical parameters are allowed.
Special consideration must be given when the photon moves to the inter-
face between two layers.	 Figure 3 depicts a case in which a photon starts
in layer
.
1 and travels toward layer 2. 	 We select the distance the photon
travels, di , from an appropriate distribution function.	 The value of di
is the distance the photon. would travel in a homogeneous media, that is if
it remained in layer 1.
	 This distance does not account for optical prop-
erties of layer 2.	 When the trajectory reaches the interface several'
results are possible.	 If there is a difference in the refractive indices
t
of the two layers, there will be a finite probability of reflection at the
interface.	 We then compare a randomly selected number to the reflection
-8-
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probability e If it is found that reflection is to be simulated the re-
flect
i
on angles are determined, the trajectory is adjusted for reflection
at these angles and the photon continues its path in layer 1. Prior to
reflection the photon travels a distance d and after reflection the photon
travels d^ "' such that
	
d' + d^''"	 d^	 (9)
a
If the photon is not reflected at the interface, then refraction
must be simulated. Appropriate refraction angles are calculated and the
photon is made to enter layer Z. The distance that the photon travels in
layer 2, d1 "" , will .depend on the relative optical attenuation coefficients
of layers 1 and 2.
d	 (d^ -d 	 01T
	 1111
	
w . 	 aT(2)
where o^ (i) is the total optical attenuation coefficient of layer I.
Distance to Vertical. hounds
It is necessary to determine the distance from the photon to any
vertical bound to ascertain if the photon reaches the boundary for a parti-
cular d  value. figure 4a is a horizontal, projection of the photon's trn
jectory and a section of the cyclindrical vertical boundary; Figure 4b
is the vertical projection. The photon is located at coordinate (x, y, z)
and its new direction of travel is given by I  . R  represents the horizontal
distance from the origin to the photon and R  is the horizontal distance
from the origin to the point where the photon will intevz-ept the boundary.
`
	
	
Also, d 	 is the distance from the photon to the boundary along the
direction of travel and d is the horizontal projection of d w. The angles
a and s are respectively the angles that R0 and d make with the x axis
and 6 is the angle that d  makes with the z axis. The distance d  is related
Now
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to d by the expression	 `l
dw . sue,
d	
(11)
The direction cosines of d  are
u cosoolnb
	
(12)
v sin0sina
	 (13)
W core
	
(14)
The distance Rt is given by the relationship
Rt2 ., Ro2 + d 2 + 2R0d cos (a R)
	
(15)
Using equations (12, 13 and 14) and a trigonometric identity $ the cos(a-R;
can be written
cos{(A°R)
	
Ro sinO Ro sine
Combining equations (16 and 15) and solving for d, we have
d „ xu+x. + rxu+Yv,Z + R 2-R 2
sin0	 sin0 I	 t a	 ^-
and using equations (11) and (14), we have
(16)
(17)
d- xu v+	 _.^ xu+ v 2+ R 2 R 2
w_w2
	
1-w2 
i^w2	 t
	
o	
(18)
Reflection at Vertical ]founds
r	 If we determined that the photon reaches a vertical bound, it is
forced to be reflected. The new direction of travel after reflection must
be determined. Figure 5 shows the geome try for this task. When the photon
is reflected from a vertical, bound a rotated coordinate system is defined
with its t o axis perpendicular to the boundary and its x' axis in the --z
direction. The new polar and azimuthal angles, 0' and ^', respectively,
are defined with respect to the rotated system from appropriate distribu-
.Lion functions We must again finda,	 K	 id the direction cosines with respect 	 -
t
i'1
^1^_
y^
ra'
w
x
13
.to the fixed coordinate system.
`l	 To accomplish this we first rotate through an angle -n/2 about the
" axis. This ` `aligns the z' and z axes. The rotation createa an inter-
mediate coordinate system x' , y" , z 4% We then rotate through an angle,
7r-¢o
 to align the x''and x axes. Mathematically these rotations are re-
presented as follows:
Px	 coe(W-¢o) sir O.;-¢o )	 0 ^ cos(-7r/2) 0	 -sin(-ir/2)	 PX.
Py = -sin (w-f o) cos O-00) 0	 0	 1	 0	 P 	 (19)
PZ	 0	 0	 1	 sin( -fr/x) 0	 cos( -v/2)	 Pz
P
x
M Py '	 (20)
P
z
where P' is the position vector of the photon, after reflection in the ro-
tated system and
0 sin^o -cos¢o
M	 0 -cos^o -s:in^o 	(21)i
-1 0	 0
The direction cosines of z' (normal, to the boundary) with respect to the
fixed coordi.nafesare determined by noting that z' is perpendicular to z.
Thus
v = -sino o 	(22)
u = —COOp	(23,)
w = 0	 (24)
The coordinates of the photons after reflection from the bound are
X16
	 P'91W coso' A P'BC	 (2S{^1
Y` - P'sin8' sink' . P 'BD	 (26)
Z'- ?'cope'	 VA	 (27)
The direction cosines in the fixed coordinate system are then obtained from
egwttion (20, 22-24 and 25- 27).
u' _ P.	 uBDtuA	 (28)
v' uBD+vA	 (29)
W'	 ^ M - BC	 (30)
It should be noted that equations ( 28-30) can also be obtained by
substituting equation ( 24) into equations (7a-70.
Distance to Horizontal Boundaries
We now develop an equation that determines the distance to a horizontal
bound. See Figure 6. The distance, along the direction of travel, from
the present location of the photon x, y, z to a horizontal bound is given
by
d	 dx------a-z	 dT	 z
H	 cos9	 w	 (31)
Here 9 is the angle between the direction of travel and the z axis of the
fixed coordinate system and d  is the thickness of the horizontal layer.
Reflection of Horizontal Hounds
Two types of reflections occur at horizontal boundaries. Specular
reflection occurs at the air w4ter interface and at layer boundaries. Non-
specular reflection occurs at t"Ihe bottom surface Layer, for example the
ground or tank bottom.
When a photon is reflected nonspecularly, a new coordinate system
is defined with the z' axis normal to the lower surface (.anti-parallel to
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the z axis) and the y' axis is defined to be paralled to the y axis, see
Figure 7. The angles through which the photon is reflected,9' and ^',
are defined with respect to the new coordinate system. These angles are
selected from an appropriate distribution function. A single rotation
through an angle of 1T about the y' axis will align the coordinate systems.
The position vector, 1'' has components
	
Px' P'iin6'cosO' # P'BC
	 (32)
	
Py' P'sin6'sinO' - P'BD	 (33)
Pz ' P'cos6'
	
= P'A.	 (34)
The components of P in the fixed coordinate system are given by
P 
	
cosTr
	
0	 -sinTr	 Px'
Py _
	
0	 1	 0	 Py'	 (35)
PT	 sinTr	 0	 cosTr	 ro
Thus the direction cosines of P,Jn the fixed coordinate system are
u' ¢ -BC	 (36)
v' = 13D	 (37)
W' = -A	 (38)
For specular reflection, the angle of incidence is equal, to the angle
of reflection when measured with respect to a normal to the surface. Thus
the polar angle after reflection 0' is related to the polar angle before
reflection, 6 o by the relationship
	
V = Tr--© o .	 (39)
Since specular reflection does not change the photon's plane of motion,
the azimuthal angle does not change,
r = ^O	 (40)
Y'
v
I
I
The new direction cosines are thus
U.- *^ u	 (41)
vA _ v	 (42)
w 	 w	 (43)
Refraction at Horizontal Surfaces
For refraction, the photon travels from one transparent medium of re-
fractive index, ro , to a medium of difLerent refractive index, r'. The
azimuthal: angle does not change upon refraction. The polar angle changes
in accordance with SnellO s Law of Refraction
r sine = r'sin6	 (44)0	 0
The initial direction cosines of the photon's position vector, ^o, are
u	 sine oCosy,o 	(45)
v . sin8nsinc 0	 (46)
W - cose o ..	 (47)
The direction cosines after refraction can be calculated from equation (44) and
equations (45-47).
r
u' - sin8'coW = x sineocosQ	 (48)
r
v' = sin8'siW - ro sine 0 sinc 0	 (49)
r 2
W' - cas p '	 " T sin280 .	 (54)
i
These equations can be written in terms of the Initial dirsot on
i
cosines.
r
u'	 u	 (51}
r
v 	 v	 (52)
r
Reflection Coefficients
Fresnel reflection probabilities are used to determine if the photon
is to be reflected or transmitted. Since we 'have developed our coordinate
transformations in terms of direction cosines, it is convenient to express
the Freanel reflection coefficient in a similar manner. if the photon makes
an angle 8o with the x axis before refraction and an angle 9' with this
axis after refraction, the Fresnel reflection coefficient, f
	 then
tan2 (0'-8)	 sin 20 0-0
fr 
^ 2 	
2	
^ ^ 	
2
	 o	 (54 )
tan (6'+80)	 sin ($+80)
Writing the tangent function in terms of sine and cosine functions and using
equations (47) and (53), equation (54) can be written
	
r	
2
o
w-w'	 144 - ro (1-w2)
	
f S 2 r
	 +	 7 
	 (55)
„ r ?
	ww'+ 
ro 
(1-w2)
r	 r
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Optical Parametore
The radiative transfer is influenced by the optical properties of the
medium. In general a total attenuation coefficient can be defined for a
homogeneous medium. Several concerns exist: scattering and absorption for
pure water, scattering and absorption for suspended passive particulates,
and scattering and absorption for chlorophyll a. If photons are absorbed
by chlorophyll, then fluorescence must be considered. The total attenuation
at wavelength, X, of the medium can be represented by
r
	 aT (X) - aW (a) + 01 (a) + ac M	 (56)
I
	
where aw(X), ap (a) and ac (X) are the total attenuation coefficients for water,
suspended particulates and chlorophyll e, respectively. Each attenuation
coefficient can be written in terms of a scattering coefficient, s, andi
an absorption coefficient, a,
a w M m aWM + 6w (a)	 (57)
apM - ap (a) + spM	 (5e)
ac(1) - a.W + sCM.	 (59)
Again the subscripts w, p, and c corresponds to water, particulates and
chlorophyll a.
Scattering
For our simglations, it is assumed that scattering by pure water is
negligible. When it is decided that a scattering event by phytopl.ankton
"or particulates is to be simulated, it becomes necessary to determine the
direction of travel of the photon after scattering. An appropriate scat_
R
tering phase function mus^r be used. A typical function for polar angles
Is shown. in Figure 9. These data are stored in the computer in tabular
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form and the appropriate polar angle is determined by selecting a random
number, g, and comparing this number to the probability of scattering at
a particular angle. For example, if e - Q.l, then from Figure 9, the eppro-
priste polar scattering angle will be 1.1 degrees.
The azimuthal angle is assumed to be evenly distributed on the range
-m to 7r and can thus be randomly selected by the function
0' « ir(2c-l.), A< c 41.	 (60)
Since scattering can also occur on contact with vertical and horizontal
bounds, appropriate scattering functions must be defined for these situa-
tions. For these cases, we assume bamberti,an surfaces which produce the
sane luminance in all outward directions (Driscoll). It is thus assumed
that the t:n28' is evenly distributed on the range. 4 to 1, and Vii' is evenly
distributed from -Tr to ir. In terms of randomly selected number- A' and
for reflection from Lambertian surfaces are defined by the equations
sing ' _ t1 	(61)
co$8'' _ l-cl	 (62)
gyp'	 'a(2c 2-1).	 (63)
Absorption
In all cases appropriate 4bsorption coefficients are needed for water.
For our simulations, we use the values reported in the literature (Smith
and Taylor). The effects of pure water absorption are accounted for by
adjusting the weight of the photon each time a trajectory of length d^
is traversed.	 If '10 is the i.ni,tiaa weight of the Photon, the adjusted
weight due to water absorption Is
-aw(a)d^
x '`'	 x e
n	 o
(6G)
I
^	
_	
Rt
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if a suspended particulate is contacted, the absorption is again ac-
counted for by a weight adjustment. The procedure we follow in this c%se
is to force a ,scattering process and reduce the weight of the photon by
the relative probability that scattering would have occurred. (See Appendix
1). The photon's weight y
 after scattering is then
Zo ' so 10(1- 
a^p(V	 (65)
For phytoplankton, absorption must be accounted for directly, since
fluorescence will occur after the photon has been absorbed. When phyto-
plankton is contacted it is first decided if scattering or absorption is
to be simulated by comparing the relative probability of these two events
to a «ando^;ly iaa lei s".s`ad number. If wetter#.& is to be simulated we proceed
as described in the previous paragraphs, if absorption is to be simulated,
we assume that the photon will be absorbed and subsequently fluoresced
at the fluorescent wnvelen,gth, ,1F. If the photon's wavelength is X.p before
absorption we assume that it will be lost upon any further absorption by
i
phytoptankton,
Photon path Len th
The distance, di , that a photon travels between events is selected
from a distribution function of the form
dj	 - 	 ln(e;)	 (66)
T
Again a is a random number on the range 0 to 1, and a T (A) is the total
attenuation coefficient	 For a photon of wavelength X.
Fluorescent Efficiency
}	 Since all absorbed photons wi.l,l, not be fluoresced, in our simulations
the weight of the photon is adjusted and fluorescence is forded to occur.
-24-
The fluorescent efficiency of the photon, N is assumed to be related to
the fluorescent cross section and the concentration of phytoplankton. (See
Appendix 2).
^7(^)CN m
n (a)	 K^► (a)w	 (67)
where
a . fluorescent cross section (cm2/molecule)
C w concentration of phytoplankton (cells/ml)
s
Na = Avagadro's number
W = mass per mole of chlorophyll a
m - mass per cell.
d
K = fraction of photons absorbed by phytoplankton that
gets absorbed by chlorophyll a
afW = absorption coefficient of phytoplankton a; wave
length A.
For our analysis K is assumed to be unity. The adjusted weight of the
photon after fluorescence is given by
1U ' - n 1p	 (68)
Fluorescent Phase Function
When the photon is fluoresced the cosine of the polar angle of emission
is assumed evenly distributed. The polar angle is then selected using the
function
 
cosO' = 2 e l-1,	 (69)
and the azimuthal angle is given by
Tr(2e2-1)	 (70)
Computer Model
Two computer programs, CARLO 1 and CARLO 4, were developed for the
-25-
Monte Carlo model.. The first program is listed in Appendix 3. CARLO l
Is a single color group model and CARLO 4 is a four color group model.
Both programs were written in BASIC-PLUS in EXTEND mode for execution on
the PAP11 /34 computer with RSTS /E operating system.
Lines 150-490 of the program include program i ►aput variables. A ;list
of input variables and their functions follows the program listing in Table
Al. Lines 700-995 ini.ti,alize` program
 
parameters Lines 1000-1010 begin
the loop for each photon and lines 1100-1140 begin the loop for each event
by calculating the distance the photon will travel (in line 1130) and testing
its weight. The photon's position is calculated at line 1150 and mines
1170-1340 determine if axv boundaries are contacted. Lines 1350-1420 cor-
rect the photon's location if boundaries are contacted. Lines 1460-1700
determine the appropriate action if boundaries were contacted. Lines 1720-
1770 control program parameters and flow for cases in which boundaries are
not contacted. Lines 1805-1880 calculate direction cosines. The events
counter and photons counter are incremented in lines 3000 and 4000 and
a summary is presented in lines 5000-5020. An analysis of the returned
photons is done in Lines 11000-11290. Lines 19200-19260 and 19500-19699
are for various outputs. Program functions are defined in lines 19290-
19310.
Anacystis Marinus_
An anacystis marinus culture, grown by NASA-Langley personnel. (Poole)
was used to provide optical, data for the Monte Carlo vv,del. This culture
will be referrer to as AM480.
`
	
	
The absorption measuremett.ts for AM480 were ntade with a spectra absorp-
tion coefficient instrument, SPACI, (Friedman, et al).. Total attenuation
coefficient measurements were taken with a small angle scattering meter,
,ir-
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SASM. This instrument is similar in design and concept to the Scripps
Ynstitute of Oceanography ALSCAT (Austin and Petzold), except the SASM
used cells of various length to allow for high turbidity measurement rather
than in situ as employed by the ALSCAT. To obtain thA yulume scattering
function, 0(0), small angle measurements, less than 250 , were made with
the SASM, large angle measurement 25 0 to 1550 , were made with a modified
Brice Phoenix light scattering photometer. These modifications were made
to achieve the same spectral range and resolution as the SASM. The complete
volume scattering function was obtained by cubic spline fits to these data.
The appropriate scattering probability distribut op,P(6),was determined by
normalization and integration of the volume scattering function.
P(0) j 8  ^dot	 (71)
2.1 R
a 
	 W)sinOdO
	 (72)
s
0
The scattering coefficient s, was obtained by the subtracting the absorption
g6afficient from the total attenuation coefficient.
s = a-a.
	 (73)
Figure 10 shows graphs of the scattering and absorption coefficients
as a function of wavelength. The scattering probability distribution is
shown in Figure 9. This distribution was assumed to be wavelength inde-
pendent. For the simulations, incident photon wavelength of 454, 539, 598
and 617 nm were used. These values corresponded with those used in the
NASA Airborne Lidar Oceanographic Probing Experiment, ALOPE, (Browell).
The fluorescent wavelength used for the cholorphyll a molecule was 685 nm.
A summary of the optical constants for AM480 is given in 'Table 1. To de-
termine the fluorescent efficiencies several quantities that were not
measured directly for AM480 were estimated from earlier data runs (Farmer). i
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TABLE 1
OPTICAL PARAMETERS AM480
$bulk $bulk awater achlo OF ,n
(nm) (mrl) (m l ) (m-1) (M- (m2 /molecule)
454
539
2.3
0.9
13.7
9.8
.03 2.27
0.85
0.1X10
-21 .0025
.013
598
.05
1.01
0.2X10
-211.0X10 .0491.2 9.1 .19
-21617 1.4 7.8 .25 1.15 1.7X10 .073
685 1.2 7.0 .45 .75 - -
•	 -z9-
These included a cell concentration, l.7 cell/m1, a mass per cell of 5.1 X
-1510 g /cell and the scattering cross sections a F, given in Table 1. The
molecular weight of chlorophyll a was taken to be 893 g/mole. Since pure:
water attributed to the total, measured absorption coefficient, absorption
coefficient values for water (Smith and Taylor) were subtracted from the
total measured values to give absorption coefficients for chlorophyll a.
Simulation Results
To provide input for the computer model, optical parameters were
linearly extrapolatedover a concentration range of 1 X 106 cells/ml to
1 X 108 cells /ml. All photons that were backscattered within a radius of l
meter of the origin were collected and analyzed. The normalized weights
of the returned photons were plotted against f(a') where
C
f(a')	 a(,1) (l-t^(a)F) + a(685) (l-W(685)F)	 (74)
and C is the concentration of chlorophyll a and F is the fraction of photons
scattered in the forward direction. The quantity w(X) is the scattering
albedo and is given by
A graph of f(a') versus concentration is given in Figure 11. A value of
F - .98, obtained fr6m the probability distribution given in Figure 9 was
used in these plots.
Theoretical analysis (Browel.l.) suggests that we might expect a linear
dependence for the power received at a detector on f(a'). Here we have
introduced the quantity
w	 a'(X)
	 a(,1)(l-w(A )r) 	(76)
to partially account for the effects of multiple scattering.
-15 and summarizedOur preliminary results are presented in Figures 12 
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in Figure 16. The dependent axis in each of there plots Is the accumulated
weight of photons that are returned at the fluoresced wavelength, normalized
by the Accumulated weight (number of photons) incident at the exciting
wavelength.
These analyses show a tendency for exponential behavior at high con-
cantrations. However these results cannot be used as a conclusive test of
the type of dependence on equation ('74) because target geometry of the
ALOPF system is not fully simulated. In addition, errors in the estimated
sample properties can affect the results. To correct this latter problemp
another culture is being grown for analysis. A complete measurement set
will be made for this specimen,	 i
Detector geometry can be fully simulated by special techniques. Con-
sider the case of a -f nite detector a height 
C1 
above the water surface.
See Figure 17. Any event occurring within the Interaction volume has a.
finite probability of contributing to the detector signal. When a photon
undergoes a scattering event in the interaction volume the probability
that the photon will be detected is given by ApA where
AP
A ^►
 1 t36 0) StA	,
	
(77)
A
and 
R  
is the solid ,angle subtended by the detector aperture relative to
the current photon position. This integral can be approximated by
(78)
where e' is the scattering angle that will cause the photon to travel, in a
direction towx ­d the center of the detector aperture,
At each scattering event the contribution to the detector signal, W,
is calculated where
W Io e ad AP
	
aS	 )	 (79)3
-3fi_
In equation (79), 
1 
o is the weight of the photon prior to undergoing the
jth scattering event and the quantity
s
a+s
is the probability that the photon will be scattered (as opposed to being
absorbed). The path length from the photon to the top of the water surface
is d and the total attenuation of the medium is a. Then the quantity *-ad
represent the survival probability of the photon while traveling toward
the detector.
Photons can be forced to remain within the interaction volume by
selecting the distance that the photon travels between events, di , from a
truncated distribution function and correspondingly adjusting the photon's
weight. If the path length from the photon to the edge of interaction volume
is d g , then di is given by (Kattawa)
-ad	 (84)d1 w In (l-c (l-e
	)) /a
and the corresponding Freight adjustment is given by
-ad ,	 (81)
and
d cos0+z
	
w	 ^,...	 6< es	 (82)dg dw sin sin (0-6),
We are presently implementing these procedures in our Monte Carlo
computer model.
i
t
ii
Ii
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WEIGHINC T9CHNtqVF, (Poole)
The number of events occurringIn a distance x is distributed as a
Poisson distribution written In a spatial rather than temporal sense, or
mP (X) . (UX) e-ax
where	 x - distance traveled
m - number of events
Q - attenua tion coefficient.
As an alternative weighting technique for suspended particulates we
multiply the photon's weight by the prob"Ility (P) of scattering for that
event, where MW 
0	 (1-2)
After a large number of photons have traveled a distance D, the expected
value of the average photon. weight, E(W), is
E(W)	 (1-3)
SOP (D)(W111wo 111	 0
0
fu 
o	
et. 2
(D) (1) +V D) w +P2
	 0
D)w +
1	
, 
Substitution from equation (1-1) for P W yields
00 111 = -aD 4. 2D V-uD lu	 (c%D) 2 -aD ^, 2
E (W 0)
	
e	
w 
0 +
	 e	 W 0 +
-aD	 4. ail	 + 
(OD 
(00)2
+21
e-aD eaDw 0
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Appendix 2
I
	
	
FLUORESCENT EFFICIENCY CALCULATION
Consider the fluorescent efficiency, n, where
i of photons fluoresced by cholorophylln	 ,a
 of photons absorbed by c}oo.orophyll $
(2-1)
Io a	 Ij
and	 a s absorption coefficient for medium
C1 a attenution coefficient for medium
a = probability of absorption by the medium
a-K = fraction of absorption photons that are absorbed by cholorophyll a
The fluorescent cross section,°, is
v # of ,photon fluoresced	 ,xF	
j
# of photon incident x # of molecules per cm2 	 TQN
Therefore,	 = va	 (2-2)
Ka
Also	 C concentration in cell/cm3
NA = number of molecules per mole
W = number of grams per mole
m = number of grams per cell
Z = mean free path length of photon
a
cell _ 	molecules	 l	 ^_	 l	 1
C( 3) N( 2	 ) N(mol^cules) W (mole )	 9	 Z(cm)
cm	 cm	 A mole	 M( Cell)
cell	 molecules
molecules	 (	 )NA ( mole ) m (c) k (cm)
N "
cm	 ^9
W (mole)
ti
-41-
Then the quantum efficiency is given by
CN m
n . 
Ra WA	
(2-3)
a
RCN m
or	 ri KaW (2-4)
If a normalized value for a its used then, p can be written as
Appondix a
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PROG I I,TSTTNG
11111111HONTECARLO	 FLUORESCENI;E MODEL! 1 ! 111 !
211 1111(-----GARL01-----F'ED 25 1980------! ( 1! 1! 1
51111111SECOND TEST CASE FOR CHLOROPHYLL MODEL
HOMOGENEOUS CHLO
NO PART ►
ANACYSTIS MARINUS-LP01
INFINITE BOUNDS
INPUT DATA L,POOLE
W il111SINGLE COLOR GROUP MODELI111111
10 EXTEND
40 DIN 0(3)tDELQ(3)tQl(3)tREFX(lOt5)tLDPTH(lOt5)tSCW(IOt5)t$CP(1Ot5)rSCC(lOt5)YACP(IOt5)YACC(JOt5)tACW(lOtS)tTAP(JOr5)
42 DIN TAC(lOr5)tTAT(lOr5)t CPP(JOYS)tCPC(TOYS)rIHTN(5)YTANK(Sts)tW(3)tWJ(3)tW4(3)tETA(5)rY(l0U
150 1
1INPUT PARAMETERS
I
160 L0-2
170 LAMM
180 NPH=100
190 NEV=100
200 THET0=0
210 PHIO=O
219 FILE$='00'
220 FILE$='DM1(AM00'+ FILE$+',DAT'
225 TITLEWANACYSTIS MARINUS-4/80-1 COLOR MODEL'
230 R0=1
240 SCV$='SVLPOI,DAT'
250 OUT$='KDi'
252 CONP=0
255 CONC=1,7E7
257 CONW=1
260 MIHU=IE-3
270 ROUT=1
271 ROUT2=ROUT^2
279 TITLE$=TITLE$+' LAHDA='+NUN$(LAMO)+'CONC='+HUM$(CONC)+DATE$(0)
200 1
(DATA ARRAYS
i
300 HAT READ LDPTH(LOtS)I
310 DATA
	 OY	 Or	 Or	 Of	 Or
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
.QF, POOR Q1JALI'r"V	 t
a
	Of	 Of	 Of	 01
	 0
320 NAT READ TANK!
330 DATA
	
Of	 OF
	 Or	 01	 Of
	
Or	 Of	 Of	 Of
	 Or
	
Of
	
01	 01	 Of	 Or
	
O f
	
Or	 Of
	
Or	 Or
	
Of	 Of	 Of	 Of
	
0
340 HAT READ REFX(LO ► 5)l
350 DATA
	 it	 11	 1 ► 	 It	 1 ►
	
l 33 ► 	 1x33 ► 	 1#331	 1431	 1,33
360 HAT READ SCC(LOrS)
370 DATA	 O ► 	 Of
	
0+	 Of
	 Or
0406E-7r5o74E-7 ►4,76E-7r4i59E-7 ►4o12E-7
330 HAT READ SCP(LOrS)
390 DATA
	 Of	 Of
	
Or	 Or	 Or
Of
	
Or	 01	 Of	 0
400 HAT READ ACC(M)l
410 DATA	 Or	 Of	 or	 01	 Of
1,34E-7ro500E-7r,594E-7f#676E-7 ► ,441E-7
420 HAT READ ACP(LOrS)l
430 DATA
	
Or	 Of
	 Or	 00	 Or
	
Of
	 01
	 Or	 Of	 0
440 HAT READ ACU(LOr5)1
ea0 nnre	 Or	 O,	 0,qu nwtn	 v1 ► 	 ^:
	
403 ► 	 0051	 1191	 R25 ► 	 .45
460 HAT READ ETA(5)l
470 DATA 000254 ► ,013 ► t0408r 0731r	 0
400 HAT READ SCU( M)l
490 DATA	 0 ► 	 Or	 Or	 Or	 Or
	
Or	 Or	 Or	 O ► 	 0
700 l
l
MITI'ALIZE PARAKETERS
i
705 HAT SCC=(CONC)$SCC
VAT ACC=(COLIC)#ACC
MAT SCP=(COIIP)$SCP
VAT ACP=(COMP)#ACP
\HAT ACN=(COIIN)*ACN
MAT SCU--(CONW)*SCN
710 HAT TAWER(LOr5)
\HAT TAP=ZER(LOr5)
VAT TAC=ZER(LOr5)
VAT TAT=ZER(LOr5)
720 OPEN SCV$ FOR INPUT AS FILE #2
\OPEN OUT$ FOR OUTPUT AS FILE #4
820 NAT TAU=ACU+SCN
—G3—
VAT TAPcACPISCP
VAT T&ACCOCC
VAT TAT=TAPIYAC
030 FOR I=2 TO LO
\FOR J31 TO 5
\CPP(LJ)=TAP(IrJ)/TAT(IrJ)
\CPC(I ► J)=TAC(I ►J)/TAT(IrJ)
MUT J
\NEXT I
040 FOR Im1 TO 5
\TMK(5 M=TANKQ o D^2
\LIIPTH(L0 ► I)wTANK(2 ► I)
\LDPTN(1rI)=0
\kEXT I
050 ONE4,00001
VAT IHIN=CON
VVPUT #2 ► SCVT$
\FOR I=i TO 101
\INPUT #2rY(I)
\NEXT I
\IF MOM M0,00 THEN STOP
052 MAT Y=(,017453)#Y
860 NPR--O
W101,
.^Z4 l ^r n n fin' Fn\IF nr^0 000 THEN ru-i ESE FO= V2+ rn
070 HAT IHIN MINW)#IHIN
\THET0=7HET0$,017453
\PHI041II0,017453
\PHI=PNIO
\TNET=FNASH(STN(THETO)/REFX(2 ► LAHO)$REFX(1 ►LAHO))
000 I1a=5INGRET)
\W4(D=MC0S(PHI)
\W4(2)43A9I)!(PHI)
\H4 M=SQR(ONE-03^2)
\6'R=FNR(REFX(IYLAI1O)/REFX(2 ► LANO)rW4(3)rW3 ► O)
090 FOR I=1 TO 110
\D1=RND
\NEXT I
\OPEN FILE$ FOR OUTPUT AS FILE 11
\GOSUD 19200
995 PRINTOI ►TITLE$
\CLOSE 02
1000 I
I
!START I-TH PHOTON
1010 FOR I=1 TO NPH
-44-
1—45—
\LL«2
\LAN=LANG
\I0m1
\HAT Q=ZER
MAT U=N4
\U743
\EVC=O
\THET1=0
\PHI1=0
\RATIG=1
\IF RHD<WR THEN 1670
1100 !
!
!START J-TH EVENT
!
1110 FOR J=1 TO REV
1130 bJ=-LOG(FJ(D)ITAT(LLYLMo)
\EVC=EVCI1
1140 IF IO{ININ(LAN) THEN J=NEV
\GOTO 3000
1147 !
!
!SET TRIAL COORDINATE
1150 HAT DELO=(DJ)$V
\HAT 01=0+DELO
1152 !
!
!DIAGNOSTIC OUTPUT
!
1154 GOTO 1160
1155 GOSUD 19600
1160 !
IDETERH;NE IF BOUNDS CONTACTED
!
1170 WO
\CG=O
\RATIO=1
\DJBNB=-1
\IF(01(1) 62401(2)"2)<TANK(5rLAH) OR TANK(StLAN)=0 THEN WCP=O ELSE WCP=-1
1180 IF U(3X0 THEN PND=-1
\GOTO 1250
1190 PND=1
\IF 01(3)<LDPTH(LL+MM) OR LDPTH(LL+0tLAH) =0 THEN 1310
1200 DJTOB=(LDPTH(LL+OPLAN) -0(3))/N(3)
\IF WCP=O THEN 1230
1210 SXW=( O(DlWQ)+O(2 ) lW(2))/U2
\DJVALL=-SXa+SQR(SX4^2+TANK(SiLAH)-(0(1)"2+0(2)^2) )
\DJV,%L=DJWALL/42
1220 IF DJUALVDJTOB THEN 1330
1230 IF L1)PTH(LL+0#LAH) aTANK(2oLAN) THEN BR=3 ELSE BR--2
1240 D204508
\COTO 1340
1250 IF 01 (3).'LDPTH(LL-1,LAH) THEN 1310
1260 DJTOD--(LDPIH(LL-IPLM)-0(3))/9(3)
\IF 1!CP=O THEN 1290
1270 SXW= (Q(1)>1W(1)+O(2)tu(2))/W2
\DJL'CwLLa-SXUISOR(SXO^2+TANK(S#LAH)-(0(1)^2+0(2)^2))
\DJ:?,1LL=DJ1!ALL/112
1280 IF D P!ALL<DJTOB THEN 1330
1250 IF LGPTH(LL-i0h) a0 THEN DR-4 ELSE BR=5
1300 DJBND^DJTOB
\GOTO 1340
1310 IF WCPrO THEN 1350
1320 SX4=(O(D$W(1)+O(2)t4(2))/W2
\DJIJALL=-SXH+SQR(SXW^2+TANK(SiLAH)- (O(1)^2+0(2)^2))
\DJS.,^LLa0,PjALi.f02
1330 DJBND=DJUALL
\BRal
1340 RATIO=DJBND/DJ
1350 1
1
IRATE 10/XrY►Zr AND BRANCH TO TYPE OF CONTACT
i
1410 10=10*EXP(-ACU(I.LrLAH)*RATII)#DJ)
1415 IF BR4 THEN NAT Gql
\GOTO 1460
1420 HAT DELQ=(RATIO)1;DELQ
VAT O=O+DELO
1460 ON 1+BR BOTO 1720t1500i1540v1610r1640f1540
1500
1
!WALL CONTACTED
1510 PH11-P1t(2tRND-1)
\D1=RND
\A,SOR(ONE-DI)
\KOR(D1)
\H(1)=-0(1)/TANK(1rLAH)
-46—
1—G7a 	 i
\W (2)=-0(2)/TANK(itLAM)
\W(3)=0
\B1*BtCOS{PHI1)
1520 D244SIN(PHI1)
\N1(1) x-B2lW (2)#Afu(i )
\NI(2)»B2$R (1)fAlU(2)
\91(3)=-Bt
\020SOR(ONE-Bi"2)
MAT U41
1530 I0401TANMY LAH)
\GOTO 3000
1540 I
!LAYER BOUND CONTACTED
!
1560 IF REFX(LLrLAN) uR.EFX(LL+PHDtLAN)THEN 1603
1570 IF REFX(LLrLAN)$02/REFX(LL+PHDrLAH)>1 THEN N(3)--W(3)
\GOTO 1605
1580 IF RND<FNR(REFX(LLrLAH)IREFX( I,LtPHDrLAN ) rW(3)tW2,0) THEN W(3)=-W(3)
\COTO 1605
1570 D1=REFX(LLrLAN)/REFX(LLiPMDrLAN)
\N{1)RDitW{1)
\9(2 490(2)
%u7=nt:uj
\a(3)=SGN(W(3))^SOR(ONE-W2"2)
1603 DJ=DJ4TAT(LLrLAH)ITAT(LL+PHDrLAM)
\LL=LL#PMD
1605 BJ-(i-RATIO)3DJ
\IF DJ>1E-5 THEN 1140 ELSE 3000
1610 !
!
1OOTTOM CONTACTED
1
1620 PHI1=Pl$(2*RND-1)
\Di=RHD
\W(3) =-SOR(ONE -D1)
\MORM )
\W(i)=-B*COS(PHIi)
\W(2)=BBSIN(PHIi)
\W2=0
1630 I0=I0#TA)(K(ArLAH)
\GOTO 3000
1610 !
1
ISIIRFACE CONTACTED
I
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!
1650 IF REFX(24 MM2>1 THEN N(3)=•u(3)
\DJ=(1-RATIO)#DJ
VF DJXE-5 THEN 1140 ELSE 3000
1660 D1=FNR(PEFX(2tLAM)/REFX(1tLAM)tN(3)tN2tO)
\IQ=IOt(1•D1)
1670 THET24NASN(REFX(2tLM92)
\PHI2=ATN(N(20(1))
1680 J=h`EV
\HPR=NPRt1
\IF NPR/PO=INT(NPR/PO) THEN G05UD 19500
1690 PRINTIL O(1)IC$ lQ(2)iC$IIOiC1lTHET21C$IPIII21CSILAMIC$IEVCIC$lI
1700 GOTO 3000
1720 1
!
IPARTICLE CONTACTED DETERMINE TYPE
!
1730 IF RND>CPMULAM) THEN 1780
1740 IF RND>ACC(LOLAM)/TAC(LUAM) THEN 1760
1746 !
i
!CHLO ADS OR FLUO
1750 I0=I0SETA(LAM)
\LAM=5
\P11I143(2*00-1)
\U(3)=2#RND-1
\U2=SOR(ONE-41(3)"2)
\N(1)424COS (Pill 1)
\11(2) 4UMIN (Pill 1)
\OOTO 3000
1760 !
ICHLO SCATTERING
!
I
1770 SOTO 1810
1780 !
l
!PART CONTACT ADJ FOR ADS AND FORCE SCATTERING
1790 IO=I0#(i-ACP(LLYLAM)/TAP(LLrLAM))
1800 GOTO 1810
1805 l
of M1` e
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IDIRECTION COSINES
!
t
1810 D1a100IRRI)
\D2xl+INT(D )
\TI,ETIIIY(D2)f(Y(02f1)-Y(02))*(D2-PI)
1820 PHI Wit OWN)
1030 A=COS(THETI)
\0=SIN(TIET1)
1840 010MOS(Poll)
\02x8#5IH(PHI1)
VF 05{U(3))}999 THEN 1070
1850 411(1){U tl)#9t3)#01.4!{2)#02)/N2fA#W(1)
\Nl (2)c(U(2)#U(3)#Dltu(i) #D2)/U2fA#N(2)
\Hl {3) ^p4l2#01441{3) #A
1840 COTO 1000
1070 U1tU=DItU(3)
\U1(2)u02
\U1(3)V090)
1800 MAT WvWI
\IF Ut WI THEN Sl2=0(1-W{3)"2) ELSE Y2=0
1900 1
!
3000 NEXT J
4000 NEXT 1
5000 PRINT#4rNPH)' PHOTONS RUN 4NPR)' PHOTONS RETURNED
5010 PRINT#4r"TOTAL TIME(SEC) a 'ITIHE(0)-TIHOi'CPU TIME(SEC)	 ';(TIME(1)-T1M1)/10!'KCT'S 11TIMEM-TIM3
5020 CLOSE #1
5090 1
!
11000 111111 ! MCUGHT----- UEIGI4T ANALYSIS FOR MONTECARLO DATA---114 ! !
11001 1
l
1
11015 OPEN FILR1 FOR INPUT AS FILE #3X
11040 PRINT#4Xr
\PRINT#4%r'WEIOHT ANALYSIS FOR FILES '!FILE#
\PRINT#4Xr
11050 INPUT#3%#Tf
\PRINT#0M
\PRINT#4X,
\DIN N9t9X)
\HAT WER
\ON ERROR COTO 11200
11100 INPUT #3 ► XrYtW0#TrPrF#Jrl
11105
IF XIIMMOUT7 THEN 11100 111 RESTRICT OUTPUT PAD TO ROUT MEIER
11110 111! 1 #DIMHOSTIS PRINTIM OUT111111
11120 COTO 11140
11130 PRINT#41r U,INO' 	 ### o## ##tt## # ### #####' r XrYfgOrTrPrFrJrl
11140 119(1)=U9(1)IUO
\U9(WU9MMICOS(T)
\U9(5);;U9(S)31
\IF J:;0 THEN U9(2)49(2)IU0
\U9(7)rU9(7)IU0#CO8(T)
\6970 11100
11150 IF F=5 THEN U9(3)=99(3)4U0
\99(0)=U9((1MO#COS(T)
\6070 11100
11160 U9(4)rV9(4)I00
\U9(9)=U9(9)4V0#COS(T)
\OOTO 11100
11200 IF ERR011 THEN ON ERROR COTO 0
11210 PRINT14X ► 'END OF FILE'
11220 PRINT #4Xr
\PRINT 44X ► 'MAX RADIUS OUT# 4ROUT)' Ml
\PRINT 44%p
11230 PRINT#4X ► 1EICHTSI TOTAL VEIGHT---A•')U9(1) ► ' COS ADJ'142(6)
11240 PRINT#4Xr '	 SPECULAR REFL-b«- ' ► U9(2) ► ' 40(7)
11230 PRINT00r '	 WIT(6CS) ......... W (3) ► ' 110(8)
11260 PRINT441r ' 	 UGHT(LAMDA) ....... iU9(4) ► ' '#U9(9)
11270 PRINT#4X ► '	 # P11071113 PET°-4-449(5)
11280 CLOSE 03%
\CLOSE #4X
11290 COTO 32373
19090 STOP
19200 1
#PARAMETERS PRINT#410UT
19205
1
PRINT44 ►
\PRINT14r'FILE NAMES 'WILE4
\PRINT#4 ►
19707 PRINT #420SCATTERING VECTORS 'MCVTS
\PRINT #4X/'CO11C CNLOS 'WONC
\PRINT #4X ► 'CONC PART 4 COMP
\PRINT #0000NC VATER+ 4CONU
.spa
\PRINT #00LAHDA PARAHt 11LAHO
\PRINT 140STFPfIl 11LO
\PRINT #00RGNT HIM! 1 1HIN4
19210 PRIN940LAYER DEPTH'
\NAT PRINT#4 rLDPTHr
\PRIN940REFRACTIVE INDEX'
VAT PRINT#4rREFXr
\PRINT#4r'£CAT COEF PART ► '
\ .)T PRIN9406CPr
19220 PRINT#40CCAT COEF CHL0o'
VAT FRINT#4r ECCr
\PUNT#4r'AGS COIF PART'
\HAT PRINT#4rACPr
\PRINT#hr'ABS COEF CHL00
\NAT PRIN94rACCr
19230 PRINT#4r'ADS COEF WATER'
\HAT PRINTIbACar
\FRINT140ETA'
\HAT PRIh7#4rETAr
\PRINT140TARI( PARMETERS'
VAT PRI1194-TANKr
19245 SLEEP 10
\TIRO=TIHE(0)
t nrr-ttcvvurjl ll! kp ml ifiLl7
\TIH3mTIHE(3)
19250 PRIN94rSTRINGS(610)
\PRIN114r'	 X	 Y	 10	 THETA PHI LAN EVN PHOTON'
19260 RETURN
19290 1
IDEF FN ARCCOS ARCSIN FRESHEL REFL
19300 DEF FNASN(X)=ATN(X/SQR(ONE-X"2))
\DEF FHACS (X)wATH(SOR(ONE°X"2)/X)-PI#(X<O)
19310 DEF FHR(ArDrCrD)
\04890)
\D=SOR(1^tA#C)w7}
\D1= D#D
\0240
\D3AA#C"2
'^FNR^^5#(ltD2^D}itD24D))"2)4(1F(tDi-D3)/td14D3})"2)
\FNEND
A51—
19500
tTERHINAL PRINOUT
19510 PRINT#4rUSING '01#41 ####+## #101#0
EVCrI
19520 RETURN
19600 !
ITERHINAL OUTPUT FOR DIAGko$TICS
a
### ► ## ###r ## # 40 #####' rOti)rA(7.}rI4rTHET2#57,296rPHI»#57^29brLAHr
,w
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19610 PRINT$4t'XrYWA(1)tQ(2)+Q(3)
\PRINT14t' IOrLAN rDRANC;1'r IOrLANtOR
\PRINT$40TNETrPNI O't
19620 PRINTi4r57f2958*fiNACS\'N(3))rS7#2950*ATN(N(2)/W(1))tJ
\PRINOWUMN'YO(1)rU(2 AG)
19630 PRIN1$4r'IrRAT10YU2't1tRAT10,N2
\PRINT$4r'LAYtRADtR1'rLLrQ(i)^2fO(2)^2rQ1(1)^2+Q1(2)^2
19640 PRINT$4t'DHtDTDtDDN'rDJ"ALLrDJTOBtDJBND
\PRINT44r'X'rY'rZ'tDJ'tQI(1)oOI(2)rQl(3)gDJ
19699 PRINTb4t
\RETURN
32373 END
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Table Al
INPUT VARIABLE LIST
Variable
ACC (10,5)
ACP (10, 5)
ACW (10,5)
CONC
CONP
CONW
ETA
VILE$
LO
LAMO
LAPTH (10,5)
MINW
NEV
NPH
OUT$
PHIO
RO
REFX (10,5)
ROUT
SCC (10,5)
SCP (10,5)
SCV$
SCW (10,5)
TANK (5,5)
THET O
TITLE$
Function
Absorption coefficients for chlorophyll a
Absorption coefficients for subspended particulates
Absorption coefficients for water
Concentration of chlorophyll
Concentration of particulates
Concentration of water
Fluorescent efficiency of chlorophyll. a
File name fo, utput data storage
Number of prox l.e steps plus 1, first is always air
Photon wavelengi:h parameter, column index
The depth of each profile step
Minimum photon weight
Number of events
Number of photons
Output data file name
Incident azimuth angle
Random Number seed
Refractive indices of each layer
Maximum output radius
Scattering coefficients of chlorophyll a
Scattering coefficients for suspended particulates
File name for probability scattering distribution
function
Scattering coefficients of water
External boundary parameters
TANK (1,LAM)=Vertical bound radius for wavelength
parameter LAM
TANK (2,LAM)=Horizontal bound depth for wavelength
parameter LAM
TANK (3,LAM)=Vertical bound reflectivity for wave-
length parameter LAM
TANK (4,LAM)=Horizontal bound reflectivity for wave-
length parameter LAM
TANK (5,LAM)=0, (used,internally)
Incident polar angle
Title of output data file
The columns of multidimensional arrays represents variations in wave-
length and rows (for all arrays except TANK (5,5) represent profile steps,
11	
oil
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